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Trump would have been forced to leave office when the Municipal United States quits operations for
lack of insurance and capital.
Many senior officers of that government haven't been paid since February. They have continued to
come to work as volunteers.
Let that sink in.
But it obviously can't continue like that forever.
So the struggling Territorial Government will attempt to take on the employees and the other functions
during "reorganization", but during this "reorganization" it will not be in control. As things stand,
Trustees appointed by Secondary Creditors--- international banks---- will be in control.
That leaves the American states and people at the mercy of foreign creditors of the old federal
corporations that mismanaged everything into this situation.
They -- the idiots in charge of "Congress" have long ago pillaged all the pension funds and used them
as operating capital. There is no public Social Security Fund. No military pensions. They spent it all
and/or inflated the value of it all, away. The pension funds today that manage the so-called "private
side" of the pension funds --- funds owed to individuals like you who never worked for the federal
government --- are heavily, almost exclusively invested in "commercial paper"---- Treasury Bonds and
the like, which are essentially useless and worthless when they are issued by a government that is broke
and which had next to no assets to begin with. How much is the 10 square miles of the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and a handful of other islands worth?
They were only ever advanced all those massive amounts of credit because the bankers, like nearly
everyone else, believed that they represented us. And they did, but only in a very limited way--- as
service providers. Their delegated "powers" don't include defrauding and selling us down the river.
As I have explained in my other writings, this leaves us in a position in which we have to find other
"federal" service providers, if we want to keep the actual Constitution and its safety guarantees in
place. In the past when the perpetrators pulled this crap, they simply booted up another corporation,
named it something similar like "USA Republic" and set up shop, "assumed" the service contract, and
left us on the hook to pay for it.

Not this time.
This time we took things in our own hands and deliberately chose other service providers, said thanks
but no thanks to their "New Republic", and have stepped back from the table.
Because of all the bad things they did to us, they had to compensate us for "borrowing" our assets
under international law, to make it "legal"--- not lawful, but legal. So they declared us all "missing,
presumed dead" and set up three trust funds for us---- one to hold the land, one to hold the sea, and one
to hold the air assets. The bastards even bought, sold, and traded our souls. But according to their
rules, we had to be compensated "equitably" for all their wrong-doing, otherwise it wasn't allowable.
So they set up all these trusts and gave us cuts of all the profits they made, all held safely in exempt tax
shelters----- they just never told us a word about it, so we could never collect a penny from our own
accounts. They then managed these gigantic pools of investment capital "for" us and basically
enslaved the entire rest of the world---- all the other Municipal and Territorial Governments--- and all
their "franchises", too. We own them. We receive taxes from them. We have unimaginable wealth, but
we have lived as slaves.
The plan was to leave the Holy See as the only unincorporated land jurisdiction government on Earth.
That way, at the end of the day, when it all collapsed, the Holy See would be in control and they would
be rewarded for all their guile and effort with Positions of Power --- 144,000 of them, all controlled by
the Pope. In this way, they meant to fulfill God's prophecy and rule for a thousand years. This was to
be the new Holy Roman Empire--- also known as The Fourth Reich or the New World Government.
There was just one little problem---- what if we woke up? The government of the United States of
America (Unincorporated) was dormant, but still "alive". They considered the possibility that we
would wake up and revive after a 150 years extremely remote, so they concentrated their efforts on
seducing, overwhelming, bullying, and capturing all the other land jurisdiction governments on Earth.
By the time we took over, they had succeeded in taking all of them down except for North Korea, Iran,
and a handful of Pacific Islands.
Their intention was simply to place themselves in bankruptcy and then pretend that we "abandoned" all
the funds due to us. The Secondary Creditors --- the international banks that colluded to set this whole
thing up --- would then be in total control of all assets on the planet, through all these bogus
"franchises" that they already controlled. And they would own it all, lock, stock, and barrel: our bodies
and our souls, our land, our intellectual property, our names, everything.
But we did wake up.
And we have come home.
And we are bringing forward our claims.
And we aren't subject to their fraud.
And we are the lawful owners of all the various corporations on this planet, including the criminal
banks, which makes each one of us richer than Midas.

So, the worm has turned, and a couple weeks ago, the Holy See made it clear that they are beating feet
back to the safety of the Church and not asserting any claim to rule the world.
That leaves us, the unincorporated United States of America, in charge. We are by far the wealthiest
people on the planet. However, we have a lot of housecleaning to do and a lot of mending fences. We
have to clear away the bogus, odious debt. We have to try to transition everyone smoothly back to their
natural land jurisdiction government. We have to distribute wealth to all people so that they are no
longer suffering, going without food, shelter, medical help, schools..... all of that is our burden, because
we own it all.
You can imagine the kind of Draconian, bitter existence people would have had at the hands of the
bankers obsessed by greed and bound by corporate charters to consider profit and only profit for their
shareholders, to be the goal of their banks---- so I don't need to tell you that this is a good turn of
events.
I also don't have to tell you that everyone on this planet has a stake in making sure that our claims are
honored and that the American people --- not the "US" and not the "UN" corporations --- are in charge
of this situation.
We can indemnify and bond Donald Trump to serve in the unincorporated Office of the President of the
United States of America, and he can stay in the Oval Office and we can all be spared the upheaval of
having the Territorial Government President, Paul Ryan, take over. This would cause a lot of confusion
and unrest and misery that is unnecessary. Trump can then work with us to pay the government
workers, we can guarantee their pensions and services, and everyone goes home happy at the end of the
day.
We have it in our ability to end the crushing worldwide debt, to create a system based on worldwide
credit instead, to de-fang the banks, to provide for everyone worldwide, to clean up the planet, to put an
end to war-mongering and war for profit, to turn this Hell Hole back into a Paradise. We, the American
states and people, can do all this and all we need is the Will and the Vision to do it.
I can guarantee you that there are millions of Americans yearning to breathe free and have the capital to
build good dreams. It doesn't matter what the dream is, so long as it benefits the Earth and the people
and the animals on it. Maybe you want to start your own little small engine repairs shop? Done. So be
it. Maybe you want to develop new medical technology. So long as you have a rational plan and goal,
why not? Maybe you want to build an organic farm using vertical gardening and Bio dynamic
techniques to help feed the world.....
Can you imagine a world in which everyone has access to money that they can use as a tool, and
simply return to the "tool shed" when they are done using it?
Think. What would you do?
For many people having access to money and being able to buy a home and food and school supplies
for their children, to have clean water, to have the basics of life--- will be better than any dream they
now imagine.
And for many Americans, not having to worry about money and taxation will lift the yoke right off
their shoulders.

We, our country, has talked endlessly about "freedom", well, now it's time that we had some--- and also
time that we set everyone else free, too, from the shackles and limitations created by the "Doctrine of
Scarcity". We shall now work from a Doctrine of Abundance.
Instead of constant war and threats of war, we will have peace.
Instead of pollution and waste miss-management, we will have cleanliness and ecologically sound
farming and mining and energy generation.
Instead of just a very few being able to live and thrive and grow to their full potential, these
opportunities will be made available to all Mankind.
Our decision to include Trump is not just political, to make the transition back to the land jurisdiction
easier and to prevent confusion and unrest, it's also a matter of having watched him in office for the
past seven months.
He is sincere about wanting to drain the Swamp and restore a good economy. He has been misled about
some things, but, in the main, he is very intelligent and an astute, experienced businessman and deal
maker. His heart is in the right place in terms of wanting common sense goals, and he is not
ungenerous or petty in his soul--- however arrogant and impatient he may be.
As part of a leadership team, he is a great asset, if he agrees to serve in the office we have offered him.
Doing so will force him to do some things that he has perhaps never considered before, and will also
require setting aside his private corporate offices-- something that to date, he has not been willing to
totally do. So, he has been elected. It is yet to be seen if he will serve.
I personally hope that he does. We are all on the cusp of an unprecedented time in the history of
Mankind. I can't imagine Trump wanting to sit on the sidelines.
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